






COMETH user friendly web interface
Aim: Choose and apply computational methods

COMETH Data Challenge interface (for data scientists)
Aim: Benchmark new computational methods

COMETH shiny app
Aim: Visualise the results

DAY 1-2

DAY 2
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In silico 
simulations

In vitro
mixtures

In vivo immuno
In vivo FACS 
countings
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proportions)

More to come...
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To quantify all cell types To quantify immune cell types

Supervised

Semi supervised

Unsupervised NMF-based (MT2 & MT19)
ICA-based (MT1 & MT14)

NMF-based (MT16, MT17 & 
MT18)

NMF-based (MT19)
ICA-based (MT14)

Cibersort (MT8)
EPIC (MT9)

Quantiseq (MT11)



To quantify all cell types To quantify immune cell types

Supervised

Semi supervised

Unsupervised Edec (MT3)
NMF-based (MT19)
ICA-based (MT14)

EdiDISH  (MT6)
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Multi-criteria comparison
- Correlation on rows
- Correlation on columns
- Mean Absolute Error 

FINAL ACCURACY SCORE 
(min = 0, max = 1)





SCORE 

Codabench Leaderboard

Data scientists
Develop methods
Run it on the benchmark
Get evaluated



1) Send leaderboard

2) Run methods

3) Send results
Clinicians
Upload a dataset
Check leaderboard
Choose a method to run
Get the results



Learn how to use the user-friendly 
COMETH web application to run methods 
on toy TCGA clinical datasets

Learn how to contribute to the codabench 
benchmark using a toy data challenge

Computational group DAY 1-2

Medical group DAY 1-2

DAY 2
Learn how to biologically interpret 
the results of the methods



All digital platform develop within COMETH program are now at staging state of development
The URLs provided during the training course are TEMPORARY
Please fill up the final questionnaire and indicate your interest in the program to be informed when 
all the tools will be at production state (final public URLs)



breakrooms

discord

LET’S START THE PRACTICAL WORK ON...






